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On the day the United States marked two decades since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, 

the Taliban triumphantly hoisted their flag over the Afghan presidential palace to start off their new regime. 

The unprecedented 9/11 attacks prompted the U.S. not only to invade landlocked, strategically located 

Afghanistan but also to launch a global war on terror. Yet, the U.S.-led war on terror has yielded no tangible 

results. 

 

A President’s ‘blunder’ 
If anything, it has made the world less safe. The scourge of transnational terrorism has only spread 

deeper and wider in the world. In fact, the U.S. President Joe Biden’s blunder in facilitating the terrorist 

takeover of Afghanistan raises the nagging question whether the seeds of another 9/11 have been sown. 

Mr. Biden will be remembered in history for making the world’s deadliest terrorists — the Pakistan-

reared Taliban — great again. Historians will be baffled that the U.S. expended considerable blood and 

treasure in a protracted war to ultimately help its enemy ride triumphantly back to power. The war killed 

2,448 American soldiers, 1,144 allied troops, more than 66,000 Afghan security personnel, and countless 

numbers of civilians. 

The Taliban’s defeat of the world’s most powerful military represents the greatest victory of violent 

Islamists in the modern history of jihadism, with the Taliban calling it “the most joyful day of our existence”. 

The triumph over the “Great Satan” is certain to inspire other Islamist and terrorist groups across the world. 

 

It is worrying allies 

America’s close partner, India, with its location right next to the Afghanistan-Pakistan belt, is likely to 

be one big loser from Mr. Biden’s Afghan debacle. The rejuvenated epicentre for terrorism next door could 

leave India less space to counter an expansionist China at a time when Indian and Chinese forces remain 

locked in multiple border standoffs since last year. 

Despite the Afghan fiasco, Mr. Biden plans to withdraw from Iraq this year, in keeping with what he 

declared in his August 31 address to the nation: “This decision about Afghanistan is not just about 

Afghanistan. It’s about ending an era of major military operations to remake other countries.” This 

realignment of strategic objectives is rattling allies — from Taiwan to Ukraine — who fear being abandoned 

the way the U.S. threw the Afghan government under the bus. 

Afghanistan may not be the last blunder of the Biden presidency. Robert Gates, who served as 

Secretary of Defense under U.S. Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, wrote in a 2014 memoir that 

Mr. Biden “has been wrong on nearly every major foreign policy and national security issue over the past four 

decades”. Mr. Gates has proved right. 

In fact, al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, in a May 2010 letter found in his Pakistan compound after 

he was killed by U.S. forces, advised al Qaeda not to target then-Vice President Biden, hoping he would one 

day become President. “Biden is totally unprepared for that post, which will lead the U.S. into a crisis,” bin 

Laden wrote. He too has proved correct, to the delight of all jihadists. 

 

Misleading distinctions 

Mr. Biden, like his predecessors since 2001, has disregarded the lessons of 9/11. This is apparent 

from Mr. Biden’s attempts to paint the Taliban as “good” terrorists and ISIS-K (Islamic State Khorasan), al 

Qaeda and the Haqqani Network as “bad” terrorists. He even claimed that “ISIS-K terrorists” are “sworn 

enemies of the Taliban”, ignoring the Pentagon’s acknowledgment that one of the Taliban’s first actions after 

conquest was to free thousands of ISIS-K prisoners from Afghan jails. 

The misleading distinctions Mr. Biden has sought to draw between interlinked terrorist groups are 

part of his administration’s public relations campaign to downplay the implications of the Taliban conquest. 

Indeed, extending its good-terrorists-versus-bad-terrorists thesis, Team Biden has sought to court the Taliban 

as America’s new partner to help contain the “bad” guys, with United States Secretary of State Antony 

Blinken saying publicly that the U.S. is ready to work on “counterterrorism” with the Taliban. 
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This flies in the face of a key 9/11 lesson — that the viper reared against one state is a viper against 

others. Drawing distinctions between those who threaten U.S. security and those who threaten others is a 

sure recipe for failure, as terrorist cells and networks must be targeted wherever they exist on a sustained 

basis in order to achieve enduring results against the forces of global jihad. 

 

Terror interconnections 

In reality, the Taliban are closely entwined with other terror groups. As a United Nations Security 

Council report has said, “the Taliban and al-Qaida remain closely aligned” and cooperate through the 

Haqqani Network. Since their victory, the Taliban have not only refused to utter a critical word about al 

Qaeda but also have claimed there is “no proof” that bin Laden was responsible for 9/11. 

The Taliban and Haqqani Network are not “two separate entities,” as the State Department has 

claimed, but closely integrated, as the line-up of the new Cabinet ministers shows. And, although Mr. Biden 

sought to insulate the Taliban from the Kabul Airport bombing (August 26) by quickly pinning the blame on 

ISIS-K, the fact is that ISIS-K has little relationship with the ISIS founded by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. Rather, as 

part of Pakistani intelligence’s deception operations to build plausible deniability in terror attacks, ISIS-K 

draws its cadres largely from the Haqqani Network. 

Afghanistan is set to again become a haven for transnational terrorists under an all-male regime 

dominated by former Guantanamo inmates and U.N.-listed or U.S.-designated terrorists, including the 

interim Prime Minister who was instrumental in the 2001 destruction of the Bamiyan Buddhas. The world is 

reaping the bitter fruits of a geopolitics-driven war on terror. 

 

On the anniversary 

The 20th anniversary of 9/11 should have been an occasion to reflect on the forgotten lessons of those 

attacks, including the importance of not coddling terrorism-supporting regimes. With the global war on terror 

having gone off the rails, the anniversary was also a reminder of the imperative to build a new international 

consensus to help drain the terrorism-breeding swamps. It is not too late for western powers to absorb the 

lessons from national policies that gave rise to Frankenstein’s monsters. 

 

 tangible (adjective) – real, actual, solid, concrete, 

substantial, well defined. 

 if anything (phrase) – perhaps, may be, 

presumably. 

 scourge (noun) – misfortune, burden/bane, 

affliction. 

 transnational (adjective) – involving/relating to 

two/more countries. 

 mark (verb) – indicate, signify, represent, 

denote. 

 triumphantly (adverb) – victoriously, 

successfully; joyfully, proudly. 

 hoist (verb) – rise up, lift up, elevate. 

 start off (phrasal verb) – begin to do something; 

begin to function; begin to operate. 

 regime (noun) – government. 

 unprecedented (adjective) – not done or 

experienced before. 

 invade (verb) – occupy, conquer, capture, seize, 

take over. 

 landlocked (adjective) – (a country) surrounded 

by land. 

 strategically (adverb) – in a way that is 

designed/planned to serve a particular purpose. 

 blunder (noun) – mistake, error, gaffe, fault. 

 facilitate (verb) – make easy, enable, assist, clear 

the way for. 

 takeover (noun) – seizure, occupation, capture; 

gaining of control, change of ownership. 

 nagging (adjective) – persistently or continuously 

troublesome; worrying, distressing, painful. 

 seed (noun) – genesis, source, origin, starting 

point, beginnings. 

 sow (verb) – cause, bring about, prompt, trigger, 

spark off. 

 deadliest superlative adjective of deadly 

(adjective) – fatal, lethal, life-threatening. 

 Pakistan-reared (adjective) – cared for or 

nurtured by Pakistan. 

 rear (verb) – bring up, care for, look after, 

nurture. 

 baffle (verb) – perplex, puzzle, bewilder, mystify. 

 expend (verb) – spend, disburse, use up, use, 

utilize. 
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 protracted (adjective) – lengthy, prolonged, 

extended. 

 ultimately (adverb) – eventually, in the end, 

finally. 

 allied (adjective) – relating to the United 

Kingdom and allies in the First and Second World 

Wars and after. 

 personnel (noun) – force, staff, workforce, 

employee. 

 civilian (noun) – non-military person, ordinary 

citizen. 

 Islamist (noun/adjective) – relating to Islamic 

fundamentalism. 

 jihadism (noun) – an Islamic fundamentalist 

movement that favours the pursuit of jihads in 

defence of the Islamic faith. 

 triumph (noun) – win, victory, success. 

 the great Satan (noun) – derogatory epithet 

(belittling/disrespectful nickname (especially in 

Iran) for the United States of America, 

particularly with regard to its supposedly 

imperialist (aggressive) foreign policy. 

 ally (noun) – a country/state with an alliance 

with another one in which they promise to 

support each other militarily and to defend each 

other. 

 belt (noun) – region, area, territory, zone. 

 likely (adverb) – probably, in all probability, 

presumably, doubtlessly. 

 debacle (noun) – fiasco, failure, disaster. 

 rejuvenated (adjective) – reconstructed, 

renovated, overhauled, revamped; revived, 

renewed, reorganized. 

 epicentre (noun) – the main point of unpleasant 

or problematic situation. 

 next door (noun) – neighbouring, adjacent, 

adjoining country. 

 expansionist (adjective) – relating to a policy by a 

government or country to increase its land or 

power. 

 lock in (phrasal verb) – be involved in (a difficult 

situation). 

 standoff (noun) – deadlock, stalemate, impasse 

(in a dispute/conflict). 

 fiasco (noun) – failure, mess/disaster, 

catastrophe. 

 in keeping with (phrase) – in accordance with, in 

agreement with, in line with. 

 address (noun) – speech, talk, discourse. 

 strategic (adjective) – relating to achieving long-

term or overall goals. 

 objective (noun) – aim, intention, purpose, 

target, goal. 

 rattle (verb) – disturb, discomfit, 

disconcert/unnerve. 

 throw someone under the bus (phrase) – to 

betray someone (a friend/colleague) in order to 

gain a personal advantage. 

 memoir (noun) – autobiography, life story, 

recollections/experiences. 

 jihadist (noun) – an Islamic extremist. 

 misleading (adjective) – deceptive, confusing, 

ambiguous, false. 

 distinction (noun) – difference, variation. 

 predecessor (noun) – previous holder of the 

post; forerunner, precursor, antecedent. 

 disregard (verb) – ignore, take no notice of, pay 

no attention to, pay no heed to. 

 apparent (adjective) – evident/clear, visible, 

noticeable, recognizable. 

 paint (verb) – portray, depict, describe, 

represent. 

 Islamic State-Khorasan (IS-K) or Islamic State of 

Khorasan Province (ISKP) (noun) – the IS faction, 

which came to be known as the Islamic State of 

Khorasan Province (ISKP), is recruiting 

disgruntled Taliban fighters and attacking the 

Taliban or launching terror strikes across 

Afghanistan, mainly targeting the Shias and other 

minorities. 

 Haqqani Network (noun) – a major group within 

the Taliban that’s driving the campaigns on the 

battlefield. 

 sworn (adjective) – recognized, confirmed, 

admitted. 

 Pentagon (noun) – the headquarters building of 

the United States Department of Defense, near 

Washington, DC. Pentagon is a metonym of “the 

United States Department of Defense”. 

(Metonym is used as an alternative for 

something else with which it is closely related/ 

associated). 

 acknowledgment (noun) – acceptance, 

admission, recognition, realization. 

 conquest (noun) – (successful) ascent, rise, 

scaling (new heights). 

 seek (verb) – try, aim, attempt. 

 campaign (noun) – military operation, 

manoeuvre, battle plan. 
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 downplay (verb) – play down, underemphasize, 

understate; make something to look less 

important/significant. 

 implications (noun) – consequence/outcome, 

ramification, repercussion. 

 thesis (noun) – theory, premise, assumption, 

contention, argument. 

 court (verb) – curry favour with, seek the favour 

of, try to win over, try to get on the good side of. 

 counterterrorism (noun) – anti-terrorism; actions 

taken to combat or prevent terrorism. 

 fly in the face of (phrase) – go against, flout, 

defy, disobey, disregard, ignore; break, violate, 

contravene, breach. 

 viper (noun) – traitor, turncoat, betrayer, 

informer, back-stabber, double-dealer. 

 recipe (noun) – formula, method, technique, 

system, procedure, process, means, way. 

 sustained (adjective) – continuous, constant. 

 in order to (phrase) – with the purpose/aim of. 

 enduring (adjective) – permanent, long-lasting, 

longstanding, long-term. 

 entwine (verb) – weave together, intertwine, 

interlink. 

 entity (noun) – organization, establishment. 

 line-up (noun) – list. 

 insulate (verb) – protect, safeguard, shield. 

 pin something on someone (phrase) – to blame 

someone for something. 

 deception (noun) – fraudulence, double-dealing, 

trickery, cheating. 

 plausible (adjective) – probable, possible; 

believable, conceivable. 

 deniability (noun) – the ability to deny 

something. 

 cadre (noun) – members of a (political) group. 

 safe haven (noun) – refuge, shelter, asylum, 

place of safety/security. 

 Guantanamo Bay (noun) – this detention camp is 

a United States military prison located within 

Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, also referred to as 

Guantánamo, GTMO, and “Gitmo”, on the coast 

of Guantánamo Bay in Cuba. 

 inmate (noun) – inhabitant, occupant, a person 

living in an institution (like hospital, prison, etc.). 

 designate (adjective/suffix) – used to describe 

someone who has been officially selected to do a 

particular job, but has not yet started doing it. 

 instrumental (adjective) – influential, involved, 

active. 

 Bamiyan Buddhas (noun) – The Buddhas of 

Bamiyan were two 6th-century monumental 

statues of Vairocana Buddha and Gautama 

Buddha carved into the side of a cliff in the 

Bamyan valley of central Afghanistan, 130 

kilometres northwest of Kabul at an elevation of 

2,500 metres. The statues were blown up and 

destroyed in March 2001 by the Taliban. 

 reap (verb) – receive, obtain, get, acquire. 

 reap the (bitter) fruits of (phrase) – go through 

the bitter consequences of. 

 bitter (adjective) – painful, unpleasant, 

disagreeable, awful, distressing. 

 geopolitics-driven (adjective) – motivated or 

determined by geopolitics. 

 geopolitics (noun) – the study of the 

geographical factors (a country’s position on the 

earth, size, climate, and natural resources & etc.) 

in world politics and inter-state relations. 

 reflect (verb) – think about, give thought to, 

consider, mull over, contemplate, deliberate 

about. 

 coddling (noun) – pampering, spoon-feeding, 

over-parenting; spoiling. 

 go off the rails (phrase) – start to act in an 

uncontrolled way. 

 imperative (noun) – necessary condition, 

precondition, essential requirement. 

 consensus (noun) – an idea or opinion that is 

shared by all the people in a group. 

 drain the swamp (phrase) – (figuratively) to 

eradicate/root out something harmful, especially 

the practice of corruption, graft/bribery, lobbying 

& self-dealing in government; (originally) it refers 

to a physical draining of swamps (waterlogged 

grounds) to keep mosquito populations low to 

combat malaria. 

 terrorism-breeding (adjective) – relating to 

something which breeds (rears, raises ,nurtures) 

terrorism. 

 give rise to (phrase) – produce, bring about, 

cause. 

 Frankenstein’s monster (noun) – a thing that 

destroys its creator. 
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